Few-shot Learning aims to recognize new concepts from a small number of training examples. Recent work mainly tackle this problem by improving visual features, feature transfer and meta-training algorithms. In this work, we propose to explore a complementary direction by using scene context semantics to learn and recognize new concepts more easily. Whereas a few visual examples cannot cover all intra-class variations, contextual cueing offers a complementary signal to classify instances with unseen features or ambiguous objects. More specifically, we propose a Classconditioned Context Attention Module (CCAM) that learns to weight the most important context elements while learning a particular concept. We additionally propose a flexible gating mechanism to ground visual class representations in context semantics.
Introduction
The need for large quantity of data to train Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is one the most important drawback of these networks. This severely reduces their applicability in real-world scenarios where the data may be too expensive to annotate or unavailable in sufficient quantity. For this reason, in the last few years an increasing amount of effort has been done in Zero-shot Learning (ZSL) and Few-shot Learning (FSL) to develop approaches that reduce the number of examples required to train efficient models. Progress in this direction will enable new applications such as robots that actively learn new concepts on the fly from their environment [34] . [3] . The box shows the three most and least important context elements and their weights (%) according to our model. Recent ZSL and FSL approaches generally focus on visual features and tend to consider object instances in isolation [30, 25, 27, 5, 39, 32, 36, 14, 1] . These methods are therefore primarily evaluated on datasets composed of images with only one centered object (e.g. miniImagenet [30] , Omniglot [12] , CUB-200 [33] ).
However, such clean datasets can differ from those encountered in real applications where the target objects would be located in complex scenes. For example, robots are more likely to encounter scenes with several entities such as Fig. 1 than close-ups of isolated objects. This scenario has been neglected so far, and while it can be more relevant for real applications, we argue that complex scenes also offer an interesting opportunity to leverage additional semantic information, thereby facilitating ZSL and FSL. Instead of considering other objects as noise that must be eliminated (e.g. by only focusing on the image region containing the focal object), we propose a method that exploits the scene context, determined by the presence of other objects, as additional semantic information for learning and recognizing concepts.
Recently, Zablocki et al. [37] introduced the use of contextual information in ZSL. They showed that leveraging visual information and classes of surrounding entities in a complex scene can help recognize unseen objects. Their approach combines the probabilities obtained from three independent models that use contextual, visual and prior information. Our approach differs firstly in that we learn end-toend a joint representation by grounding class embeddings in their context. This idea is motivated by the first functional feature of context defined by Dohn et al. [6] :
Supplementary role of context.
[Context] is brought in, or added to, the understanding of a phenomenonthe focal objectthat would not have been adequately understood had it been considered in isolation. A context thus completes the conditions for understanding the focal object. [6] Similarly, psychological studies showed that humans learn new concepts by integrating them in their existing conceptual network, rather than only memorizing visual appearance [21] . We apply this principle to FSL by building on Prototypical Networks [25] : our model learns to modify class representations according to the context in which they appear by refining the class prototypes. By doing so, the prototypes do not only rely on visual data but also on complementary semantic information from context. This improves class representations and facilitates the recognition of unseen examples thanks to contextual cueing [3] . The latter is closely related to the second functional feature of context described by Dohn et al. [6] :
Relative role of context. The context is centered around the object. The context is not a neutral layout of things or properties near the focal object, nor is it a set of circumstances or an indefinite background. It is ordered and organized by its relations to the focal object, which codetermines what properties of the surroundings are relevant and thus part of the context. [6] We integrate this principle in our approach by proposing a Class-conditioned Context Attention Module (CCAM) such that our model can learn to attend to context elements that are relevant to the focal object in the training examples. Psychological studies showed that contextual cueing in humans improves object recognition in scenes, by capitalizing on the fact that most objects co-occur more often with certain objects and not others [3] . But additionally, the relative role of context specifies that not all co-occurrences are equal [6] . Fig. 1 shows an example of what is considered important by our model for learning the concept 'head-phones'. CCAM rightly focuses on concepts related to computers, while eliminating irrelevant co-occurrences such as 'sticker' (1.04%), 'switch' (0.33%), or 'floor' (0.06%).
In summary, our contributions are as follows. First, based on the supplementary role of context [6] , we propose a Few-shot model that learns class representations grounded in contextual semantics. To this end, we propose a gated visuo-semantic unit, a flexible module to combine visual prototypes with semantic information. Unlike recent FSL work that improve visual features [5, 39, 15, 16] , feature transfer [14, 26, 23] , or the training procedure [7, 10, 8] , our context-aware method exploits an orthogonal direction by leveraging complementary semantics from scene context.
Second, based on the relative role of context [6] , we propose CCAM, a context module that automatically learns to attend to the most important elements in scenes relatively to the focal object.
Third, we conduct extensive experiments on Visual Genome [11] , which is made of complex scenes images. Our experiments show that, compared to a visual-only baseline [25] , our model improves the accuracy by 20.47% and 9.13% in 5-way 1-shot and 5-way 5-shot, respectively; and by 20.42% and 12.45% in 20-way 1-shot and 20-way 5-shot settings, respectively.
Related Work
FSL approaches. Several FSL work, including ours, build on Prototypical Networks [25] . This approach learns a metric space by computing class centroids from the examples in the support (train) set. It then compares query (test) image embeddings with these prototypes and assigns a class by performing nearest neighbor search. Other approaches consider different ways to compare support and query embeddings, such as Relation Networks [27] that automatically learn the distance function with a neural network, or the approach of Li et al. [15] that compares support and query images based on several descriptors. Data augmentation and feature transfer methods seek to improve visual features [5, 39, 14] . For instance, Zhang et al. [39] use Generative Adversarial Networks to "hallucinate" new samples, thus virtually augmenting the training set. Other approaches leverage relations between classes to transfer visual features to new ones. Wang et al. [31] proposed to use a Graph Convolutional Network to transfer features between classes based on a knowledge base that encodes relations between these categories. Li et al. [14] developed an approach that learns from predicting class hierarchies, which facilitates feature transfer. A similar idea has been proposed to transfer explicit attributes between classes [1] .
Another research avenue in learning from few examples explores improvements in the training procedure, which MAML [7] is a typical example. MAML is a meta-learning algorithm that aims to generalize such that new tasks can be learned with few update steps. Several work build on MAML, e.g. [10, 8] .
Auxiliary semantics in FSL. Recently, additional cues that were only considered in ZSL have proved to be also useful in FSL, especially when the quantity of examples for each class is very low. Xing et al. [36] built on Prototypical Networks [25] by adding word embeddings in the formation of class prototypes in their approach called AM3. This improves the accuracy in 1-shot by almost 10% on miniImagenet [30] and by 5% on CUB-200 [33] . Schwartz et al. [24] built on AM3 by additionally using text descriptions of classes extracted from WordNet, and thereby improved 1-shot accuracy by an additional 2% on miniImagenet. These authors also proposed a general framework for learning prototypes from multiple semantics.
Context semantics. All the FSL work cited above focus on visual information. Attributes, word embeddings and text descriptions need to encode features that can be detected visually from the appearance of a new concept. Semantic-based approaches that leverage relations between classes with knowledge bases are also restricted to the transfer of visual features. However, this is not the only form of semantic information that can be available in images. The presence of other objects in a scene can also inform which classes are more or less likely to appear [21, 3, 37] . The context has been used recently to improve object detection within deep learning models [17, 35, 4, 20] . For example, Liu et al. [17] have developed an approach that uses scene context and object-object relationships to infer the presence of undetected objects. In a similar vein, Woo et al. [35] established a new state-of-the-art in scene graph prediction by modeling global context and spatial relations between objects.
Recently Zablocki et al. [37] introduced the use of scene context in ZSL. They showed that their model, with the use of Word2vec [19] embeddings, could learn to rank unseen classes according to their likelihood of appearing in an image given the presence of other objects. This suggests that word embeddings implicitly encode co-occurrences of other classes in real visual scenes, even if they have been trained on text corpora [19] . This is closely related to the distributional hypothesis [9] , which states that words that appear in similar contexts often have similar meanings. This is exploited by skip-gram and continuous bagof-words (CBOW) models such as Word2vec [19] , and the results from Zablocki et al. [37] suggest that it also generalizes to visual scenes: items denoted by words that have similar meanings tend to occur in similar scenes. This idea has been explored by Lddecke et al. [18] , where they proposed a method to learn semantic word embeddings explicitly from images showing objects in context.
To the best of our knowledge, scene context has not been used in previous FSL work. In this paper, we argue that FSL would benefit from considering objects with their context, because it places new concepts in relation with others by learning from their co-occurrences in real scenes [18] . We hypothesize that in this way object classification should increase in robustness and accuracy, because even if few examples cannot cover all intra-class variations, contextual cueing offers a complementary signal that can help disambiguate instances with unseen features.
We introduce this idea of using scene context in FSL to perform object recognition from few examples in complex images by building on Prototypical Networks [25] and we propose to learn class prototypes grounded in context. Unlike Zablocki et al. [37] , our model jointly learns to embed visual information with context semantics and class word embeddings. Whereas some recent semantic-based approaches use relations between classes to share common visual features, our use of scene context with class word embeddings exploit a different form of semantic relation which is complementary and orthogonal to visual features.
Our model 3.1. Preliminaries
FSL aims to solve the task of M -way K-shot classification, where M is the number of classes in a given task and K is a small number of examples for each class. Generally, Few-shot models are trained on a large dataset D train with a set of classes C train that is disjoint from the categories C test in D test . The goal is to learn a representation model f θ on D train such that it can learn to recognize new categories from C test only with K examples. This is generally done by simulating the episodic test scenario of M -way K-shot classification during training. That is, even if a large number of examples are available for each class at train time, f θ is trained by sampling at each episode e 1) a support set
that contains K examples for each M class and 2) a query set Q e = {(q j , y j )} nq j=1 containing n q images from the same set of classes sampled in C train . The model is then trained according to the cross-entropy loss:
Prototypical networks [25] offer a simple and efficient way to model p θ (y|q, S e ). Each of the images in the support set are embedded by a CNN denoted by f θ : R D → R dx . Then a prototype is built for each class by averaging the K vector embeddings from the same class: Finally, the class distribution of a query image q is assigned by computing the softmax over the euclidean distances d of its embedding and all class prototypes:
Context-Aware prototypes learning
Following previous work on the supplementary role of context in learning [6] and recognition [3, 21] , we propose to learn class prototypes that embed knowledge about their context. To achieve that, we augment the support and query sets with scene context S,
, and we adapt the formulation of each prototype c k as:
where c i is the context representation of object i obtained from S i (see section 3.2.1 for more details), g(c i ) is a small neural network projecting c i in the same space than the image embedding, and φ(·, ·) is a function that adapts the image embedding according to the scene context (see section 3.2.2). An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 2 . We now describe these components in more details.
Context representation
Scene context. We model the scene context by using the class name annotations of the surrounding objects. This is done by leveraging word embeddings learned from a semantic model such as Word2vec [19] . Therefore, the scene context of an object is represented by the matrix S ∈ R dw×ns , where d w is the word embeddings dimension and n s is the number of surrounding objects.
Class-conditioned Context Attention. The relative role of context [6] suggests that some elements are more important than others when understanding a particular object. For instance, a switch might be important with respect to a lamp, but irrelevant while learning the concept of headphones (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, we propose a Class-conditioned Context Attention Module (CCAM) that enables our model to weight the importance of each context elements in S while learning a particular concept w (see CCAM in Fig. 2 ). This is done by computing a scaled dot-product attention score A [29] between the class word embedding w and each element in S after linear transformations:
where W K , W Q ∈ R dc×dw are projection matrices, and 1 √ dc is a scaling factor proposed in [29] to obtain smoother scores. A reflects the relative role of each object in S, which is used to weight the contribution of context entities with respect to the focal object.
Context averaging C avg . Note that the attention mechanism in CCAM is exclusively applied on contexts from the support set since it depends on the class category w. For query instances, the context representation c q is obtained by averaging all class embeddings w q in S q :
Gated visuo-semantic unit
To combine visual embeddings with context semantic according to the supplementary role of context [6] , we first experimented the convex combination as proposed by Xing et al. [36] to adapt visual prototypes with class word embeddings. We found however that this was too restrictive to consider the complex relations between visual and contextual information as the weighting factor always converged to zero during training, thus ignoring image embeddings.
To solve this issue, we propose a gated visuo-semantic unit, a more expressive module to adaptively combine each feature individually from both representations based on a gating mechanism:
where
are projection matrices, and σ is the sigmoid function. Our fusion mechanism differs from the convex combination proposed by Xing et al. [36] in two ways. First, it computes the weighting factors z based on both inputs, whereas in [36] it is only function of the class semantics. Second, we perform an element-wise convex combination, which enables the resulting point to lie anywhere inside the minimal surrounding box of f (x) and g(c), that is the hyperrectangle in which f (x) and g(c) are the two most opposite corners (represented by a dashed rectangle in 2D in Fig. 2 ). This lets more degrees of freedom than the usual convex combination that places the resulting point on the segment between f (x) and g(c).
Note that our module is in the same vein than the Gated Multimodal Unit (GMU) [2] , with a slight modification. In the original GMU, the output representation is h = z · h v + (1 − z) · h c , whereas in our formulation the intermediate representations h v and h c are used to compute the weighting factors to apply on each dimension of f (x) and g(c).
To sum up, in our approach each image embedding is combined with contextual information, and a context-aware class prototypeĉ is obtained by averaging representations from the same class as described in Eq. 4. However, while these context-aware prototypes encode visual and context information, at this point they still ignore the class semantic of the focal object. In the next section, we show how we add the class word embedding to further refine each prototype.
Multi-semantics prototypes
We adopt a similar mechanism that Xing et al. [36] proposed to combine visual prototypes with their class word embeddings, since it proved to be particularly useful in settings with less data. Our context-aware prototypes are thus refined by:
whereŵ k is a transformation of the word embedding w k and λ is a coefficient between 0 and 1. Bothŵ k and λ are obtained with a two-layer neural network that uses w k as input.
Finally, the class distribution of a query image q is computed as:
Experiments

Dataset and settings
Visual Genome [11] . Traditional FSL datasets such as miniImagenet [30] and CUB-200 [33] mainly contain images with only one object and little context except background.
Therefore, we rather experiment on Visual Genome, which is a large dataset of scenes with several objects in each image.
We randomly split the images in 70%/10%/20% train, validation and test sets, respectively. We start by using the public splits by Zablocki et al. [37] that keep 50% of classes for train and 50% for test. However, a closer look at those sets showed that some test classes are very similar to train classes, which could bias generalization evaluations. For instance, "bottle" and "television" are in the train set, but "bottles" and "TV" are test classes. To solve this issue, we filter the test classes whose Word2vec [19] embeddings have a cosine similarity higher than 0.75 with any of the 
Model
5-way 1-shot 5-way 5-shot 20-way 1-shot 20-way 5-shot ProtoNet [25] 52.23 ± 0.76% 69.37 ± 0.63% 25.71 ± 0.29% 42.61 ± 0.70% AM3-Proto [36] 62 train classes. It effectively removes singular/plural nouns and closely related concepts such as "police" (train class) and "policeman" (test class). This will prevent our model from picking on those biases that would overestimate FSL performance.
We use the bounding box annotations to crop image parts that correspond to objects, and we remove examples whose smallest side is less than 25 pixels. Following this, we remove the classes that appear in less than 10 images. This finally results in 1211 train classes C train and 829 test classes C test .
Implementation details
We employ a ResNet-12 CNN backbone as described in [22] . It is made of 4 blocks with 3 layers of 3x3 convolutions and a 2x2 maxpooling operation at the end of each block. The first block has 64 filters in each layer, and this number is doubled after each block. The output image embedding is a 512-dimension vector. Image crops from Visual Genome bounding box annotations are rescaled to 84 × 84 × 3.
Each model is trained for 30,000 episodes with Adam optimizer initialized with a learning rate of 10 −3 and is divided by a factor of 10 every 10,000 episodes.
Results
Since we want to study the contribution of using context information and class semantics in addition to the appearance of objects, we compare the following versions of models that all build on Prototypical Networks (ProtoNet) backbone [25] . ProtoNet is our reimplementation of Prototypical Networks [25] . AM3-Proto is our reimplementa- [36] . Proto-C avg learns context-aware prototypes by averaging context elements from the support set. Proto-CCAM learns context-aware prototypes by applying the relative role of context [6] with our CCAM. Proto-C avg -W2V adds class word embeddings to contextaware embeddings, but processes the support contexts by averaging the elements. Table 1 shows the main results on Visual Genome dataset. We also show top-5 accuracy for 50-way and 100way classification in Table 2 .
Supplementary role of context [6] . We can observe that the use of context information outperforms the visual-only ProtoNet [25] by a large margin, which confirms the supplementary role of context. Even Proto-C avg in 1-shot, which represents the most basic use of context, is better than using only the appearance of objects. Additionally, the use of class semantics in Proto-C avg -W2V, AM3 [36] , and our model, confirms its importance in 1-shot classification. Indeed, compared to ProtoNet [25] that only uses visual information, AM3-Proto [36] increases the accuracy by 10.27% Table 2 . With only one example per class in 100-way classification, our model almost doubles the top-5 accuracy of ProtoNet [25] , with 52.20% compared to 27.98%.
Relative role of context [6] . The relative role of context states that the importance of context elements is function of the focal object, which is supported by our results. We can see from Table 1 that Proto-CCAM is better than Proto-C avg in most scenarios, especially when context elements are chosen from C test . The evaluations made with context elements picked only from C test is a more challenging setting since the context module needs to assign the relative importance of classes that have never been encountered during training. Interestingly, the fact that Proto-CCAM obtains better results than Proto-C avg shows that CCAM is still able to attend to relevant contextual elements. Figure 3 shows examples of CCAM outputs when our model needed to learn the concepts "carrot", "fish", "paw" and "spectator", respectively. Our model correctly gives more weight to semantically relevant co-occurring concepts and ignores background elements such as "tiles" in Fig. 3c and "grass" in Fig. 3d .
To further study the contribution of context and CCAM, we show in Figure 5 a t-SNE visualization [28] of embeddings produced by our model using different amount of information. Visual embeddings (Fig. 5a ) seem to produce ambiguous clusters, similar to context averaging (Fig. 5b) . On the opposite, our CCAM produces surprisingly good clusters (Fig. 5c ), which shows its ability, and the importance, to attend to discriminative elements in the context. Figure 4 : Accuracy on 20-way 5-shot classification for ProtoNet [25] and our model with respect to object sizes as measured by their bounding box area (in pixels).
Some visually different objects seem to share similar contexts, as shown by the mixed cluster in the center of Fig. 5c . This is mostly solved by our gated visuo-semantic unit that combines visual and contextual information (Fig. 5d ).
Robustness to small objects and noise. Real scenes datasets contain additional challenges, one of which is to recognize ambiguous low-resolution objects. We experimented our model on subsets of test images based on bounding box sizes. Figure 4 shows the results for our model and ProtoNet [25] on 20-way 5-shot classification. Small objects (area in the interval of [0, 25 2 ] pixels) are very problematic for ProtoNet as it obtains 25.08% in accuracy, whereas our model still obtains 42.02%. These results are consistent with the fact that context semantics offer a complementary cue to recognize objects.
Moreover, we evaluated the robustness of our model while adding noise in support and query context labels. . Interestingly, our model seems reasonably tolerant to false objects. With p noise = 0.5, our model still outperforms AM3 [36] and ProtoNet [8] .
Learning semantic word embeddings through visual scenes. Our approach also offers an auxiliary result that could be further investigated: CCAM implicitly learns and enriches semantic word embeddings by acting similarly to a CBOW model. To evaluate this aspect, we inputted to CCAM a matrix S that contains all classes in C train and we conditioned its attention on a few words w to see how CCAM would weight S. We show in Table 3 a few examples. Interestingly, the contextual concepts defined by CCAM strongly differ from those obtained with Word2vec [19] embeddings, which shows that CCAM captures different semantic relations between concepts.
Conclusion and Future work
In this work, we proposed a Few-shot learning model that uses scene context semantics to improve learning and recognition. Our approach integrates the supplementary [6] by building context-aware class prototypes, and we apply the relative role of context [6] with our CCAM, a module that proved to be able to focus on disciminative elements in the scene with respect to the class semantics (see Fig. 3 , Fig. 5c and Table 3 ). Our experiments on Visual Genome [11] showed promising results of using context information, by increasing the accuracy of Prototypical Networks [25] by a large margin (e.g. by 20.42% in 20-way 1-shot and by 13.02% in 100-way 5-shot top-5 accuracy, see Table 1 , 2).
More generally, our multi-semantics model is a step towards holistic approaches of few-shot object recognition that can be applied in challenging real scenarios.
As future work, we plan to reduce the amount of supervision by replacing ground-truth class annotations of context by automatic object detection and classification. Our experiment on robustness to noise suggests that even with many labeling errors, our method could still outperform models that ignore the context.
We also plan to explore the ability of our model to learn semantic word embeddings through visual scenes. This could be further investigated in line with work on learning multimodal word embeddings [13, 38, 18] .
